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Introduction

Over the past few years, branch-line coupler designs with bandwidth enhancement and size-reduction have been gaining favor. Recently, the interest in tunable microwave components, such as couplers, baluns, phase-shifters, filters has arisen. Tuning techniques include varactor/pin diodes, RF MEMS, ferroelectrics and optical tuning. The use of pin and varactor diodes has many disadvantages such as high loss, high power consumption, unacceptable SNR and distortion of the incident signals. RF MEMS provide a better solution in building tunable passives, which are necessary for multiband systems. These passives are small, with low insertion loss, high Q and low power consumption, they introduce less signal distortion, but the fastest tuning speeds are around a microsecond. Ferroelectric materials have fast tuning speeds (~picoseconds). They are easily tuned by voltage only. The main disadvantage and the problem is high level dielectric losses. The advantages of the optically controlled microwave devices include high isolation between the controlling optical beam and the controlled microwave signal, short response time, high-power handling capacity, immunity to electromagnetic interference and low cost. Optically controlled antennas [1], filters [2], resonators [3], phase-shifters [4], have been demonstrated recently. More recently, we presented the design of optically reconfigurable dual-band branch-line coupler [5].

In this paper, reconfigurable, optically tuned dual-band branch-line couplers will be realized using artificial transmission lines and photoconducting switches. Artificial transmission lines shown in [6] give excellent results when applied to the coupler design. This design gives size reduction compared to the design presented in [5]. Tunability is achieved by increasing the power of the laser applied to the highly resistive silicon wafer and changing the properties of silicon under optical illumination. This approach has many advantages: high-speed switching, electromagnetic transparency (no interference) and thermal and electrical isolation between the coupler and the control circuit.

In terms of fabrication complexity, the device presented in this paper could be compared to varactor tuned devices. However, many varactor based designs require biasing lines and short circuit vias.

Circuit Design

The architecture of a dual-band coupler is shown in Figure 1. The artificial transmission lines (ATL1 and ATL2) are composed of microstrip quasilumped elements and their discontinuities [6]. Using this approach, transmission lines with different values of characteristic impedances and electrical lengths can be synthesized. The physical length
of a transmission line is reduced, while preserving its electrical properties. Our coupler design proposed in [5] is significantly miniaturized using ATLs. Characteristic Impedances and electrical lengths of the transmission lines are presented in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the results for the OFF (0 mW) and ON (200 mW) states of the switch, respectively. The artificial transmission line and the equivalent circuit of the switch are shown in Figure 3. The Rogers Duroid 5880 substrate with thickness of \( h = 0.508 \) mm and dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r = 3.38 \) was used for the design.

![Circuit Design](image1.png)

**Fig.1. Circuit Design.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Impedance (( \Omega ))</th>
<th>Electrical Length (degrees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATL1</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>E=90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATL2</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>E=90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS1</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>E=75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS2</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>E=27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Characteristic Impedances and electrical lengths of the transmission lines.**
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**Fig.2. Magnitude response for the OFF and ON states of the optical switch.**
Simulation Results

The simulated scattering parameter input and output port responses (magnitude response) for two states of the switch (0mW and 200mW) are shown in Figure 4a and 4b respectively. Good reflection is shown in both frequency bands (better than -20dB). The coupling is at -3dB. Figure 5 shows the phase differences between output ports 2 and 1 (90 degrees) in both bands. The phase imbalance is less than 0.5 degrees.

Fig. 3. ATL and coupler layout.

Fig. 4. Simulated magnitude output ports responses.

Fig. 5. Simulated phase difference between the output ports in both bands (phase(2,1)-phase(3,1)).
Conclusion

The frequency shift of 30% has been achieved from all switches off to all switches on in both frequency bands. The advantages of this approach are high-speed switching, electromagnetic transparency (no interference) and thermal and electrical isolation between the coupler and the control circuit. The use of the artificial transmission lines significantly decreased the overall size of the circuit.
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